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ABSTRACT

An experimental search was made in low Z gas for the twophoton deexcitation of metastable 2s muonic states. Four intrinsic ger
manium (Ge) photon detectors were used to measure energetic photons
(20 - 200 keV) occurring within 500 nsec of muon stops in various target
gases. Time and energy information from photon events which were time
coincident in two detectors were recorded on magnetic tape for subse
quent analysis. Information from single photon events were recorded as
histograms.
N2 * O2 , and (B2 Hg) at pressures between 0.5 and H.O atmospheres
were used as target gases in the search for two-photon deexcitation.
Upper limits for formation of metastable 2s muonic states range from
(1.9
^.3) x 10-3 to (0. +7-2) x 10-^ of all muon stops.
The single photon Lyman intensity ratios were compared to pre
dictions made by a cascade computer program which used the electron refill
time as a variable parameter. The observed intensity ratios in nitrogen
gas agree^with predictions of a model which specified refill times of
about 10"
sec at the pressure used.
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SEARCH FOR METASTABLE MUONIC 2S ATOMIC STATES

I. INTRODUCTION

In the atomic cascade of negative muons, both experimental re
sults and theoretical calculations indicate that a few percent of muons
captured into atomic states in any substance will eventually reach the
2Si/g state.

Experiments in He at 0.5 to 50 atmospheres confirm this

1 2
prediction. ’

The metastability of the 2

state against El photon

emission may allow the observation of Ml photon transitions to the
ground state.

If this transition can be reliably observed and studied,

the possibility exists of detecting a small asymmetry of the photon direc
tion with respect to the muon spin direction.

This measurement would

provide direct evidence of the existence of a parity-violating, neutral
current interaction between muons and hadrons.
Before such a study is possible the competing decay modes of
the 2S state must be studied experimentally in detail.

This study was

intended to provide information about the muonic 2S state formation through
a direct measurement of one possible radiative decay mode of that state,
the two-photon decay.

Although the two-photon decay is the most probable

radiative decay mode of the 2S state in low Z atoms, it is by no means
the most likely means for 2S state decay.

Auger decays and "mixed" or

Ruderman decay processes are also present as well as faster pure radiative
transitions in high Z atoms.

U

Because of the very slow rate of the Ml decay, we attempted to
try to find conditions under which the faster competing decay modes would

2

3

be suppressed.

The two-photon decay is substantially faster than the Ml

decay in low Z atoms.

Since it is also more readily identifiable it can

be used as a probe in the search for conditions amicable to a later search
for the Ml decays and for associated weak neutral current effects.
Several experimental parameters were varied, the state of the
target material, (solid or gaseous) and the atomic number of the target.
Not only are the ratios of the competing deexcitation processes dependent
upon Z, but the chemical structure of molecules containing the target
elements may also affect the muonic cascade.
The theory applicable to the selection of a target material is
described in Section II; Section III describes the experimental apparatus
and the data collection procedure; the analysis of the single and twophoton spectra are discussed in Sections IV andV and in Section VI the
experimental results are summarized.
The results of the single-photon spectra are relevant because
the intensity ratios of single-photon decays of an excited muonic atom
are an aid in determining if the experimental conditions favor observa
tion of the Ml transition.

Comparison of these intensity ratios with pre

dictions made by a computer simulation give us valuable information about
the mesic cascade in the target element chosen.
The information from the two-photon analysis corroborated the
information obtained from the single photon intensity ratio analysis and
we were able to examine the feasibility of a search for Ml photon asymmetry
in the Ml 2S-1S transitions in low Z atoms.

II. THEORY
A.

Mesic Atom Formation

Muonic atoms are formed by the atomic capture of p ! particles
on electronic atoms.

Before this capture can take place, the muons must

be brought to rest (or nearly so) in the target material.

Muons are slowed

by passing the beam through a degrader material in which the muons lose
kinetic energy.

From accelerator energies the muons are slowed to several

keV by the process of ionization.

From several keV to thermal energies

the collisional process dominates in the energy loss mechanism.

The en

tire slowing-down process takes approximately lO-'*'^ seconds in solid targets
and results in muons that can be captured into molecular or atomic bound
states within the target material.

In the case of gaseous targets at

normal temperature and pressure the capture takes approximately 10-9 seconds.
The capture of a muon directly into an atom or the deexcitation
of a molecular mesic state leaves the target muonic atom in an excited
state.

The capture distribution of muons in the atom is now well known

with respect to angular quantum number

, but it is widely assumed that

the initial principal quantum number of the captured muon is near that of
the muonic orbit whose radius is the same as that of the K shell electron.
This yields

k
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Cascade calculations, which will he discussed later, indicate that the ini
tial principal quantum number is not of primary importance in fitting the
observables in the experiment.

The muonic atom deexcites rapidly to the

lower energy levels by means of electromagnetic transitions and Auger
electron emission.

The cascade to the muonic ground state is expected to

take on the order of 10-13 seconds.

Virtually all of the muons reach the

atomic ground state in low and medium Z atoms because the muon decay life
time of 2.2 x 10 6 seconds is substantially longer than either the atomic
capture or muonic cascade times.

When the muon reaches the ground state

it either can decay,

JLL

e “ -V Vc. + \>u

or it can be absorbed by the nucleus,

/°

n. +

The absorption rate from the IS state is of the order of 6.5 x

B.

The Muon

2 h

10 Z

sec

-l

Cascade

When the muonic atom has been formed the muon can be assumed to
occupy a state with quantum numbers ( M. , ^ ).

It then cascades to lower

energy states by means of radiative or Auger or "mixed" transitions.

The

principal radiative decay mode is the electric dipole (El) transition
characterized by ( |f\_ ,

( ft ,f y j ).

The El transitions quickly lead

the muon into "circular" states, i.e., states in which ( Y\. ,

,A.-i)-

6

In the Auger effect, the muonic deexcitation is accompanied by
the ejection of an electron from either those bound to the atom - or a
neighboring atom.

Because the wave functions of the electron to be

ejected and the muon must overlap, the most likely candidates for ejection
are the K and L shell s state electrons.

The Auger effect thus causes

vacancies in the electronic states which lead to an electron cascade as
well.
Burbidge and De Borde
Auger modes.

Z

d.

I

3

or

whereas the Auger rates (

where

have calculated transitions rates for the

The radiative rates ( /\^ ) vary as

\
A|^ ^

X^

3

vary as

or

is the transition energy.
These rates indicate that the Auger process dominates in the

initial transitions of the cascade where the energy difference is small.
The radiative transitions dominate at lower n in the cascade as the energy
of transition increases or when the electrons have been entirely removed.
The depletion of the electronic cloud is important since it
affects the muonic population of the "non-circular" ( fl ^ n - l) states
of which the 2S is one of central interest here.

This depletion affects

the Auger process which provides the greatest competition for the twophoton deexcitation of the 2S state.

If an atom were to become completely

7

"stripped" of its electrons during the muonic cascade, and if electron
refilling from neighbor atoms does not occur rapidly, the effect on the mu
onic

cascade would be that of turning off the Auger process.

the electron refilling from adjacent
scale as fast as 10

sec

atoms

In a solid,

could happen on a time

This would present to the muon an essen

tially unlimited number of electrons with which to undergo an Auger
deexcitation.
One method of changing the electron refill time is to use a
gas target, and to vary the pressure.

As the pressure of the gas decreases,

the collision rate of the muonic atom with its neighbors is lowered, thus
lengthening the time for the refilling of the electronic shells. A study
of refilling times could thus be made by examining the relative yield of
x-rays emitted during the cascade as a function of gas pressure in the
target.

C.

The Cascade Calculation
l6
A cascade program originally written by J. Hiifner
based on

calculations suggested by Eisenberg and Kessler"^ was used to predict
x-ray intensity ratios for various initial muonic atom configurations.
The parameters used to reproduce the experimental x-ray inten
sities were initial muonic principal quantum number (n), initial popula
tion density as a function of angular quantum number

f><i)

, and elec

tron refill time or electron number limit (for no electron refill).

Once the initial n and f*($\

are chosen, the meson is distributed

over initial states in the specified manner.

When the cascade begins,

Auger and radiative processes determine the fractional population for
each ( h. , £ ) state.

As the muon proceeds to deexcite, the program tabu

lates the x-rays emitted, the electrons ejected, and refill electrons
added.

Thus the energy and intensity of each transition is determined.

A theoretical spectrum of the cascade is thus produced, and a study of
x-ray intensity as a function of the relevant parameters can be made.

D.

The Muonic 2S State

The motivation behind our search for two-photon emission in the
decay of the muonic 2S state is the possibility of observing-weak neutral
current effects in muonic atoms. Such an experiment, for example, would
involve the observation of the angular correlation between the Ml decay
photon following decay of the muonis 2S state and the residual polariza
tion of the muon.
If no weak neutral current effects occur the point nucleus
matrix element for single-photon 2S state decay is:
>

where k

A

7 'r

>

and £ are the photons' momentum and polarization.

This yields

9

This is smaller than the 2 P I S
Jk

Rjvu

3 * \o

V

photon rate by a factor

&

£

M

or

Mi

-/? 3
/ X ID Z

K ei

The large suppression of the Ml rate for low-Z elements sug
gests that a small admixture of the 2P state, opposite parity and same
total angular momentum might he observable.

If

/

i 2. X " ?

where ^

c

I % M ;i>

% I 2 fy*>

+

is a small mixing parameter, then

li

becomes the matrix element for single-photon decay of the 2S state.

The most apparent competing process in electron hydrogenic
atoms for 2S state deexcitation is the two-photon El decay mode.^
rate for this transition has been computed by several authors.^

The
A

recent result for muonic atoms which includes relativistic effects but
no nuclear finite size correlation is

R (2.^
so

/Sy+

7

■= L C X i O i

Sec.

10

For Z = 5 this ratio is about 0.1$, suggesting that it may be
easier experimentally to search for two-photon radiation rather than the
Ml photon when trying to establish the formation rate for 2S states.
There are other competing decay modes for the 2S state.

One

other radiative process-can be important in atoms occurs when the energy
separation between the 2S and 2P states is approximately the same as the
g
binding energy of some of the electrons in the atom. If electrons are
present, the muon-electron state I r z ' \ } ® I

is mixed by the

Coulomb interaction with states like U : a ?*> ® / 4 J t y
and l i ^ y

are electronic states of opposite parity.

possible an allowed El transition to

where
This mixing makes

states. Ruderman

has Slimmed this process over all of the allowed electronic final states
by using a Hartree approximation for the

(asvA

|s

^

- 3xl04~rr

The rate reduces to

24-U/ tt (

which is Ruderman’s mixing fraction times the rate for the 2p to Is transition.

Estimates for the atomic matrix element range from 107 to 109

for 2 £ Z k 6.

In this Ruderman "mixed" transition the electron carries

off a small fraction of the energy with the photon getting the rest.
Unfortunately the energy difference between a "mixed" transition and an Ml
transition is far too small to be observed in the best solid state photon
detectors.

As this process leads to different atomic final states than

the Ml decay does, the two do not interfere.

Since the "mixed" transition

)

11

occurs with an El photon, which is practically unaffected hy parity
mixing this process would lead to a large background in an Ml photon
asymmetry measurement.
Unlike the matrix elements for the Auger effect which depend
upon the expectation values of the electrons inside the muonic orbital
radius, the mixed transitions depend essentially on the value of (l/r )
e
for all of the electrons and so there is a contribution to the rate even
g
if there are no K shell electrons present.
As Z becomes larger than about six the finite nuclear size re
duces the binding of the 2s muonic state so that the
becomes larger than the electronic binding energies.
tion rate drops quickly -until at Z ^
rate.

(2s - 2p)
The "mixed" transi

20 it is roughly equal to the Ml

Unfortunately at these higher Z values the circular polarization

of the Ml photon, which is essential to the angular correlation experi
k% at Boron to < .01% at Z = 20.

ment, drops from
For Z

6 the 2S level lies above the 2p thus permitting an El

radiative decay from the 2s to the 2p.

This process has a rate given by

RUs.y* —

i

/ o ' f C 2 >0

where A is the mass number.
Non-radiative Auger decay modes are also very important in
low-Z elements.

First there is an E0 decay which has been calculated by

several authors. 3 ’9

The rate has a very small variation with Z

ft ( a % y.x

I sya )

2 x 10 °'

12

12

The Auger process depends on wave function overlap between the
muon and the electron cloud.

Therefore the K and L shell electron con

tributions are the only ones that affect the rate.

If the K and L shell

electrons are ejected during the muonic cascade by the Auger effect and
are not replaced by a Cascade or remaining electrons or by collisional
capture or other electrons, then this mechanism will not contribute to
2S state depopulation.
and- ^ i / 2

The two El Auger transitions 2 S ^

^ ^^3/2

become a dominant mode for 2S state depopulation when the 2S state becomes
higher in energy than the 2P state in low and medium Z atoms. The rate
for this process has been estimated using internal conversion coefficients
for El nuclear transitions of the same energy."*-^

These rates also vary

slowly with Z..

a

~

f

t

a

^

/»'’ s

In summary then, for the region of interest for this study the two largest
contributions to 2S state depopulation are the EO Auger 2 S ^ ®
transition and the Ruderman "mixed" transition.

2./2

As mentioned previously

the Auger process is terminated when K and L shell vacancies are created
by Auger transitions during the cascade.

The atom must be entirely stripped

of its electronic cloud and, there must be no refilling of the electron
cloud due to collisional pickup of electrons if the mixed transitions are
to be eliminated.

An important method used to control electron refilling

is adjustment of the collision time in the gas.

13

E.

Experimental Considerations

In order to undertake an experiment designed to observe the
two-photon radiation from 2S state decay one must first be concerned with
a number of points.

The population of the 2S state resulting from the

muonic cascade, the branching ratios of the various decay modes, and the
observability of the final signal must all be considered.

One must also

keep in mind that the two-photon signature is thefirst step in

the pro

cess of measuring a parity violating mixture of the 2S and 2P states.
Thus one must attempt to eliminate experimental parameters which preclude
the observation of the Ml decay of the 2S state. The choice of

the tar

get material is important in this regard,
In high Z muonic atoms the 2P state lies below the 2S state.
This leads to four additional decay modes for the 2S state.

OJ
1
—1
CM

m

Auger
-----> 2Pl/2

Auger
2Sl/2 ----- » 2P3/2
El
----> 2Pl/2 + 1
2Sl/2
El
+ 1
2Sl/2 *----- > 2P3/2

They are:

12

13
-1
Ra 'h 10 J sec
Ra

13
-1
10 0 sec

Rr-i 10
Rr •hs 10

-U

2 10
-1
A Z
sec

-U

2 10
-1
ZZ
sec

where A = the atomic mass.
The Ruderman "mixed" transitions are substantially reduced be
cause the

- E^p j

energy difference is greater than the electronic

energies.
These effects combine to suppress the relative yield of the Ml
transitions in high Z atoms.

The most difficult experimental problem is

ll;

posed when one examines the form of circular polarization of the Ml gamma.
P

c

varies as11

.

i

Although a circular polarization experiment would he quite difficult, the
same factors appear in the formula for the angular correlation between the
muon polarization and the Ml V ray."^

ij.

- Pc. p - k )

R(«>,

A

.

where p is the polarization of the muon and
photon's momentum.

A

is the direction of the

The result is that the observable quantity the angular

correlation between the muon's decay electron and the Ml # ray varies as"^

1+

53. CoS
f

where

is the angle between the electron momentum and the photon

momentum.

By Z ■
A- 17 the circular polarization has reached the level of

—1+
—li
10 . In order to detect an asymmetry on the order of 10
one would
need to detect roughly 10"^ Ml decays'^ which would correspond to lO ^
stopped muons.
ficiencies.

These numbers do not include possible experimental inef

Clearly this type of experiment could only be feasible at a

very intense negative muon beam.
The situation at low Z is somewhat different.
lies below

When the 2s state

or very close to the 2P state theAuger rates for 2s

2p

transitions are either zero or very small compared to the other decay
modes.

The 2 S — ^ IS Auger rate is the same in both the low-Z and high-Z

15

cases, and thus is still a problem.
also present in the low Z case.

"Mixed" or Ruderman transitions are

The rates for "mixed" transitions are

- 1
not well known, but should be on the order of 107 sec
Z / v 6.

12

- 1
to 109 sec

The final competing decay mode is the two-photonprocess.

for
Since

the ratio of the two-photon process to the Ml is
-1:----iY*

-7 3
^ 3X10 ?

the choide of target atomic number is dictated by the process one wishes
to observe.

In an attempt to observe the Ml photon, the two-photon

process would create one other technical consideration beyond that of
depleting the 2S state.

The 2S—> IS + 2~i

source of background to the 2S

IS+ 1 ^

transition is actually a
transition because onphoton

may carry off virtually all of the energy of transition.
To suppress this background to a signal to noise ratio of 1
requires that the resolution of the detectors used must be better than"^

V
1

. ip
^ ( e \ Yox
v
'“

_ p
xs

\
*

The resolutions and circular polarizations for some low Z
elements are listed in the table below.

IT

Ml Photon
Asymmetry
a x 102
Element

(sin 0 =.22)
w

Ml Photon
Rate
Rm^

Two
-Photon
Rate

Rm,
R2 (E1>2Y

W z r

Resolu
tion (eV)
Requirf

- .311

U.6xl0_it

1.5xl03

X
ir\

1
0

H
He+

+1.711

1.5xl0-1

2xl0-3

16

Li+2

+5.I11

3.OxlO10

1.1x105
£
1.3x10

5xlO-3

9^

Be+3

-5.911

5.2xl02

6.9xl06

9xl0-3

300

B

-2.719

5.OxlO3

2.7x 10T

lxlO-2

522

c+6

- .6611

3.1x10

7.9x 10T

2xl0-2

1503

11

h

1

O

N

- V

9

1.5x105

2.0x10

3xl0-2

3070

0

- .2 7 1 9

5.5x105

lt.5xl08

3xl0-2

U0 0 8

Note that in Be and B the detector resolution required approaches values
typical of best available solid state gamma ray detectors.

The circular

-2
polarization in low Z elements if of the order of 10
which is two
orders of magnitude greater than in the high Z elements.
Muonic helium presents an interesting case.
tion from the 2S state has already been observed.
capture of

17

Two-photon radiaFollowing the atomic

by an He atom cascade calculations indicate that both

electrons are lost very quickly in the atomic cascade.

The resulting

He++^A, system appears as a positive ion to the rest of the two IS state
electrons in other He atoms with which it might collide.

This prevents

the external Auger effect in He, from energetic considerations, and from
that standpoint the gas appears ideal.

Unfortunately the resolutions
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required for a signal to noise ratio of one under the Ml peak is on the
order of l6 eV.

This type of resolution is not available from any detec

tor with an appreciable solid angle.
A problem in muonic He that has not yet been discussed is
Stark mixing.

Any electric fields at the site of the muon such as those

occurring during collision between the muonic atom and neighboring atoms
or molecules will cause transitions from the 2S state to the 2P state.
This mixing is not coherent with the parity violating mixture due to
weak neutral currents and will give rise to a background which reduces
the circular polarization.
13
In the case of Stark mixing the circular polarization
Pc
becomes

s
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and the circular polarization drops dramatically.
Palacci et al."*" have observed the two-photon decay of meta
stable 2S states in muonic Helium.

They reported that the 2S state is
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not strongly depopulated by Stark mixing.

They also reported that strong

Stark mixing of atomic states is required to predict the Lyman intensities
observed with a cascade calculation.
1 x 10

2

This mixing has a rate of about

-1
sec atm
or

_____ -v. £ X I0

<?-jxvn-.*

-4

K

<(m i >
which is about three orders of magnitude greater than an acceptable limit.
The result

of these arguments is that H and He are impractical

as targets to seek Ml transitions because of Stark mixing estimates and
limits on detector resolutions available.

Li and Be are solid at room

temperature and in a previous experiment Li, Be, and their hydrides were
examined by us for evidence of muonic 2S state decays in the form of twophoton radiation.
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It was felt that since the metals are conductors and

the metal hydrides are insulators there should be a marked difference in
the Auger electron refill rates.

In this previous experiment muons were

stopped in metal and metal hydride targets of approximately 1( cm x 10 cm
x 1 cm.

Single photons and time coincident photon pairs were observed

with two intrinsic germanium detectors.

2
One of the detectors was 10.0 cm
2

x 0.5 cm thick while the other detector was 3.0 cm

x 0.5 cm thick.

The

energies of time-coincident photons were summed and the sum peaks fitted
by the method of least squares, to a gaussian plus a background term.
In all cases the two-photon 2s-ls sum peak had an amplitude that did not
differ from zero by more than one standard deviation.

The time evaluation

of the two-photon events was also roughly equal to the prompt

and L oL
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coincident lifetimes.

This indicates to us that the Auger electron re

fill times were much faster than the two-photon decay time for the 2s
state even in low Z insulators.

Our results for 2s state decay "by the

two-photon process are:

Material

Fraction of 2s state decay by the two-photon process

Li

1.6 + 3.2 x 10-3

LiH

.5 ±1 -7 x 10-3

Be

1.1 + l . k

x 10-3

BeH2

0.

+ 3.6

x 10

B

^
3.6 + 6.5

x 10

-k

*Based on detector efficiencies as described in text and assumed probability
of formation of 2S states m

all light nuclei of 3 x 10

-2

Comparing the yield to the anticipated fraction of two photon
decay with the Auger effect always allowed, one concludes that the 2S
state was being depopulated faster than expected.

Since a reduction in

the Stark field is impractical in a solid, as is trying to reduce the
electron refill time, it was felt that a gaseous target offered the best
possibilities.

In a gas target the intensity ratios as a function of

pressure can show approximately what the combined refill times are for
the element.

This could direct the choice of the ultimate pressure of

the target gas for the Ml experiment.
Since the Auger rates for the 2s to 2s transition are of the
order 109 sec-1 one would not expect a large change in the two-photon
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fraction until a collision rate of similar order of magnitude is reached.
This is due to the electron refill and collisional Stark mixing which would
occur on the same time scale.

Even Ruderman "mixed" transition rates

could he affected if they6*T atomic system successfully shed its elec
trons and remained in that state for some time.
the Auger effect does not operate immediately.

After a collision occurs
The electrons captured

through collisional pickup must themselves cascade to lower n electronic
states.

During this electronic cascade some of the electrons are again

lost through Auger emission of electrons by electrons, thus reducing the
total number of electrons in the atom.
As to the choice of the target gas, the 2s energy begins to
exceeds that of the 2p level between Be and B.

Therefore these two

elements have the largest weak mixing matrix elements.

Beryllium can

only be a gas when held in equilibrium with the heated metal or molten
liquid.

This fact makes Be an unattractive target material from a tech

nical standpoint.

Boron on the other hand is gaseous in the form of

diborane, (B^Hg).

One would prefer to exclude any elements heavier than

hydrogen from the molecular makeup of the target in order to avoid the
transfer of muons to higher Z elements during the cascade.
Pure

and 0^ can be used as test targets for the observation

of the two-photon decay.

These two gases are substantially higher in Z

than would be ideal for an observation of the Ml asymmetry, but the twophoton decay rate is faster and hence may be more likely to occur in these
elements than in Be or B.

If one fails to see the two-photon decay in

or 0g then it is unlikely that it will be seen in Diborane.

III.

A.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT

Muon Beam

The Space Radiation Effects Laboratory synchrocyclotron was
operated on a 19 msec pulsed cycle.

During each cycle the protom beam

was accelerated to 600 MeV and brought into a coasting orbit where
were produced by proton collisions with a carbon filament internal tar
get.

Pions of the desired charge and momentum were extracted and re

directed into the A and B quadrupole lens magnets as shown in Figure 1.
The lenses focus the pion beam into a corridor of 22 quadrupole magnets
where the focal lengths of each were approximately equal to their
physical lengths.

This confinement corridor is referred to as the muon

channel.
A negative muon beam evolves as the pions in flight.

The pion

decay is isotropic in its own rest frame, but angular momentum conserva
tion and the right handed helicity of the final state antineutrino give
rise to muons longitudinally polarized.

The resulting beam consists of

pions, high momentum "forward" muons partially polarized in the down
stream direction, and lower momentum

(85

MeV/c) "backward" muon beam

which is partially polarized in the upstream direction.
The desired beam component is momentum-selected by a dipole
"bending" magnet at the end of the muon channel and is then directed
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through two quadrupole magnets for final focusing.

The resultant beam

leaves the quadrupoles into the experimental area at a beam height of
137 cm.

B.

Only the "backward" muon beam was used in our experiment.

Experimental Geometry
Most of the muon beam that emerged from the 35 cm diameter

aperture of the last quadrupole magnet passed into counters 1 and 2 of
the counter telescope (see Fig. 2) both of which were 25 cm x 25 cm x 0.3 cm
plastic scintillators.

The beam then passed through a 10 cm x 20 cm aper

ture in a 20 cm thick lead wall.

The remaining beam passed through an

18 cm aperture in a 5 cm thick Fe shield in which the upstream degrader,
consisting of 3.2 cm of CH^ was located.
through an
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The remaining beam then passed

cm diameter by 0.3 cm thick plastic scintillator and entered

the target chamber.

That interior of the target chamber was 18 cm x 18 cm

in the plane normal to the beam.
of 2 cm of Be metal plate.

The final downstream degrader consisted

The portion of the beam which stopped in the

gas emerged from the final degrader approximately isotropically in the
downstream hemisphere.

For this reason the final beam-defining scintil

lator was a 5 cm x 7-5 cm x 0.05 cm sheet in the center of the chamber
upstream of the gas target colume.

Surrounding this beam-defining counter

was a square two-section

cm x

18

cm x

18

0.16

cm annular veto scintillator

which had a U.8 cm x 7.2 cm square hole at its center.
the target volume two

16.5

cm x

16.5

Downstream from

cm x 0.3 cm veto counters were used

to veto muons which passed through the gas and did not stop in the target
chamber walls.

2k

Four ultrapure Ge detectors were arrayed around the target
volume in the plane normal to the beam direction.

The detectors pene-

2
tratmg the top and bottom of the chamber were 20 cm x 0.5 cm thick.
2
The detectors penetrating the sides of the chamber were 10 cm x 0.5 cm

thick.

2
The 20 cm detectors had resolutions of approximately 1000 eV
2

at 122 keV.

The 10 cmdetectors had resolutions of approximately J00 eV

at 122 keV.

The solid angle of each detector to the target volume was

of the order of 5$, giving a combined two-photon solid angle of 1.5$
including the (expected) angular correlation of the two photons from 2S
state decay.
A magnet, consisting of two water cooled coils, was placed down
stream of the chamber and produced a magnetic field co-axial with the
target chamber and the beam line.

The return yoke for the magnet consisted

of two 91 cm x 30 cm x 2.5 cm plates on each end of the chamber.

The Vee

shaped end plates were joined by six 9 6 cm x 5 cm x 5 cm bars, three on
each arm.

The front Vee had an 18 cm diameter hole in it and also served

as a beam collimnator and mount for the upstream degrader.
target chamber, downstream from the final two veto counters

Inside the
and V^,

a pole tip which confined the field down from the inside 30 cm diameter
of the Helmholz coils to a diameter of 5 cm.
at a point
maximized.
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The field measured was 6 kG

cm in front of the pole tip when the coil current was

Fields of the order of 3 kG were measured in the vicinity of

the front face of the detectors and fields of approximately 1 kG were
measured near the preamplifiers of each detector.
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The magnet was used in an attempt to increase the y£*T
rate in the gas.
in the target gas.

stop

Only muons with extremely low momentum will he stopped
Those muons emerge from the final downstream de

grader almost isotropically in the downstream hemisphere.

It was felt

that a sufficiently powerful magnetic field coaxial with the center line
of the target chamber, and hence the beam line, the path of the muons
with high transverse momentum would be bent into a spiral thus increasing
their path length through the stopping gas.
Although high intensity magnetic fields tend to decrease the
efficiency of Ge(Li) gamma ray detectors

3.3

no experiment had been done on

intrinsic Germanium detectors -under the same conditions.

It was decided

therefore, to place the field coils and return yoke around the chamber
with a pole tip that converged to a 5 cm diameter inside the chamber.
So as to reduce the magnetic field that our detectors would operate in.
With the magnet turned on we found that there was a 12 to 18%
reduction in the single detector photon yield per beam particle for each
detector.

We concluded that the magnetic field was adversely affecting

the efficiency of the photon detectors and therefore, after these initial
tests the magnet was not used.

Owing to size and complexity, however,

the magnet assembly was left in place during the run.
A Monte Carlo program was written to simulate the two-photon
decay process in the target chamber geometry.

Solid angle calculations

were made from the measurements taken during the run.

The results of

the calculations for the fractional solid angle of each detector gave:
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C.

(Det 1) = .036

+ .001

(Det 2) = O.Ul

+ .001

(Det 3) = .025

+ .001

(Det k) = .036

+ .001

Electronic Logic

Muon stops in the active gas target colume, Fig. 2
vertical x

5 cm wide x 10 cm in the heamdirection)

scintillator

telescope array.Counters

1,

0.05

cm

were defined by a

2, and 3 were outside the

target chamber and upstream of the final degrader.
7.5 cm x

(7

Counter It, a 5 cm x

cm scintillant, was the final defining counter inside the

target chamber.

The time information on the arrival of photons in the

Ge detectors was taken with respect to the muon signal in scintillation
counter it.

Counter it was surrounded, in the plane normal to the beam

direction, by two halves of a square, annular veto array
vetoed muons that were not moving toward the target volume.
target volume

and

stop in the target gas.

which
Behind the

were placed so as to veto muons that did not
Thus a stop signature was

(Fig. 3).
To insure that the recorded time and energy distributions were
unambiguous, muon stop events were "cleaned", that is rejected, if two
beam particles triggered scintillators 1, 2, and 3 in the counter tele
scope within +_ 0.5 /-J sec of each other.

To further reduce background,

a "pileup gate" was used to tag any detector in which 2 or more photons
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had been recorded within 0.5 ^k-sec of each other.

This precaution was

taken because of the long relaxation time constant of the Ge detectors
which necessitates integrating the signal over a long time interval.
This integration time raised the possibility of recording an invalid
event whose energy would appear as the sum of the constituent photons.
Two outputs from each of the Ge preamplifiers were used in
the experiment.

From one output a linear signal was obtained, amplified

and then sent directly to an analog to digital converter (ADC) in the
Camac crate.

The other preamplifier output was used as a timing signal.

The signal was first amplified and shaped and then fed to a constant
fraction discriminator (Ortec U73A).

The timing pulses were rediscrim

inated twice before they were used as the input to a time to digital
converter (TDC) in the Camac crate.

This was done because of changes in

the timing pulse shapes as pulses passed through signal cables and patch
panels.

The constant fraction discriminators were coupled to the ger

manium detector preamplifiers through a small capacitance and could
refire within 20 nsec if another photon entered the detector (Fig. U).
When a muon stop signature was observed in coincidence with
one or more photons in the detectors all of the available information
was read into a Data General Nova II Computer.

If the computer was not

"busy" processing another event all of the ADC, TDC, and Pileup informa
tion

was recorded.

If only one Ge detector had fired, the software

histogrammed the event in the appropriate time and energy spectra.

If

more than one Ge detector had direc, the event signature was written on a
magnetic tape, in addition to being recorded.
plete analysis after the run.

This permitted a more com

IV.

A.

ANALYSIS OF SINGLE PHOTON SPECTRA

Introduction
K and L series x-ray events were observed in prompt coincidence

with a defined muon stop signature.
In Og x-ray lines were observed at two different pressures.
and BgHg gas were each run at five different pressures.

N^

Data from dif

ferent runs were summed into groups of like targets and pressures.
The single-photon events observed in the experiment were histogrammed on line in the computer and later transferred to tape for analysis.
Examination of the histogrammed data proceeded in a straight
forward manner.

Individual spectra for each detector were first examined

to determine detector resolution.

Data from detector h which had the best

resolution, were used to determine intensity ratios.

Spectra from this

detector for each of the target gases at all pressures were fitted using
a least-squares gaussian fitting program.

The areas of the identified

peaks of interest yield relative intensities for the K and L series x-rays
at a variety of pressures.

B.

Calibration

The time prompt spectra and the calibration source nans were used
for energy calibration.

A calibration function was obtained by determining

the centroids of known lines and fitting these to a polynomial of Uth order
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E = EQ + AC + BC2 + DC3
where E is the energy, E^ is the energy in the zeroeth channel (intercept).
A is the gain in keV/channel and C is the channel number.
nonlinear parameters used to fit to linearity.
was 4

10

B/A was 4.

B and D are
10~\ D/A

, and the '"X /degree of freedom increased as B and D were

added to the fit separately.
The program used in the analysis of intensities of the x-ray
transitions assumes for each peak a gaussian distribution about a centroid,
gaussian statistical variation of the data in each channel, and constantplus-exponential background terms.

Capability also exists to test for

the presence of exponential tails on either or both sides of each gaussian
peak.
Any combination of the parameters used to fit the function could
be fixed by the program.

This feature was occasionally necessary when

either the centroid or full width of the gaussian did not, in a free fit,
conform to values extracted from the calibration runs.

C.

Background

As will be discussed in the section on the two-photon radiation
analysis, muonic x-rays were produced copiously by muon stops in the target
chamber walls, the final downstream Be degrader, plastic scintillators,
the Mylar and epoxy used on the detector windows, and, the air between
the Mylar window and the front face of the detector.

Thus we observed
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K and L series x-rays from C, Al, 0, and N and L and M series A1 x-rays
in all of the gas target runs.
To measure the intensities of background lines it was necessary
to sum several runs, in which BgHg was the target gas, at a variety of
positive pressures.

Both 0 and N K and L series x-rays were observed and

their relative intensities computed.

Since these contaminant intensity

ratios differ markedly from any of the measured gas-target ratios their
subtraction is required.

Ratios of the intensities of each of the con

taminant K and L series transitions were then made with respect to the
target chamber Al-M<*

line.

The assumption was made that the relative

number of muons that stopped in the target chamber walls, thus producing
interfering x-rays, remained fairly constant.
Al-M^

The same target chamber

line was observed in each of the gas runs.

The contaminant inten

sity for each transition line was then computed and subtracted from the
corresponding gas line.
The background subtraction yields a contaminant-free graph of
x-ray intensity ratios as a function of target chamber pressure.

Electron

refill times should be directly related to the pressure of the target gas
although the exact scaling factor is unknown.
The results of the x-ray intensity ratio analysis are presented
here.

In tables 1, 2, and 3 we have the photon intensities and intensity

ratios for the target gases are listed at several pressures both before
and after background subtraction.
and 7.

These data are plotted on Figures 5, 6
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D.

The Cascade Calculation

Cascade calculations were made using the computer program
described in Section II.
to be

max = 14.

The initial principal quantum number was chosen

The traditional initial population distribution as a
&

function of quantum number is
parameter. 19

where <*.

The K and L shell electron refill times,

is a free
and

are also free parameters.
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We have also analyzed data taken by our group
in preparation
for another experiment which yield intensity ratios' for the liquid
series.

Because the

K

was in liquid form the molecules have a very high

collision rate in it the assumption of ’’continuous" refilling of the
electronic states was thus made.
as 10

-lU

sec

-1

The

and

times were chosen

so as to make them faster than all of the radiative and

Auger rates in the muonic cascade thus assuming full electronic K and L
shells.

We then fit the intensity ratios by varying

program results are in best agreement with the data.
initial capture distribution for
With
times were varied.

and

until the cascade
We assumed the same

at all pressures.

KV max fixed the K and L shell electronic refill

This variation leads to a curve of predicted intensity

ratios versus refill time.

In this calculation no limit was placed on the

maximum number of electrons that could be emitted via the Auger process.
Since the refill time is a measure of the collision time in the gas, and
hence depends on pressure, one can attempt to relate the pressure of the
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target gas to the refill time of the K and L shell electrons.

This is

done by plotting the measured intensity ratios on the refill time versus
intensity ratio curve and graphically measuring the theoretical refilling
times.
Perhaps the weakest assumptions in the model presented here
involve the initial population distribution of muons.
the parametrization

- (4,4-tO €.

V j?

First, there is

• This form seems to have been

chosen out of convenience once the need was seen for a free parameter in
addition to the statistical distribution.

Some authors

the distribution formula to include another term

,,
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have expanded
.

.

\

Perhaps this approach could be followed adding other power series terms
in the exponent.

Alternatively, a simple power series expansion

f(X\ - f
X + /->i -v Y*L

could be tried.

It must be noted, however, that no

single or pair of parameters accurately reporduces the entire spectrum.
Therefore we must take care not to place too much physical interpretation
on a parameterized initial capture distribution until a model for pre
dicting these distributions is generated.
since the

It might be argued however that

distribution can adequately reproduce one or two

intensity ratios, a relationship between these ratios and a cascade
parameter might be examined without full knowledge of the initial popu
lation distribution.
Another assumpiton in the model is that the initial capture dis
tribution does not change with pressure.

This can be justified if the

muon is atomically captured into a state with radius comparable to those
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of the K and L shell electrons.

In this case the atomic capture would

he directly into a state at or below the level at which electron screening,
hence chemical effects are important.
Ponomarev"*"^ and others have suggested that the initial capture
of a heavy meson by a molecule is into mesomolecular orbits.

The meso-

molecular orbits decay by collision with the atomic and molecular electrons
(classically) or via the Auger process (quantum mechanically) until the
muon is predominantly confined to the field of one of the atoms.
muonic cascade would then proceed in the usual manner.

The

If the muon is

captured into mesomolecular orbits then it is conceivable that the rate at
which the molecule undergoes collisions could play a role in determining
the initial angular momentum capture distribution in the final

atomic

system.
If one neglects these effects predictions can be made for the
refilling lifetime of the K and L electronic shells in nitrogen gas.

In

oxygen gas we have made two measurements; in diborane we have five measure
ments bur foud are low pressure with only one high pressure measurement.
These points combined with the fact that there is no unambiguous way of
selecting an initial population distribution as is possible for

pre

clude making a judgment as to the refilling times of the K and L electronic
shell in 0^ and B^Hg.

E.

Self Consistency Check

A calculation has been made to determine whether the single
photon yields are consistent with our expectations.

For convenience we

3b

choose a long

gas run at 1+ atm.

(1+6) was 1+7.'32 x 10^.

The number of muon stops for this run

During the run, the number of (stops/incident beam

flux) was determined as a function of target chamber pressure.

The end

points of this curve, when subtracted, yield the fraction of recorded
muon stops that occur in the target gas.

At 1+ atm the fraction of muons

stopping in the target gas was 0.069 i .001.

It must be noted that much

of the volume of the gas did not constitute part of our target volume. To
determine this fraction we use the events obtained by a fit of the N-K
intensity which yields 91.2 hh .0l+ x 16
predicts a

yield of 0.8l per muon.

events.

The cascade program

The average fraction of the total

solid angle for the detectors from the Monte Carlo program is 0.035.

Thus

we have
c

1+7.3 x 10

Ku yields
stops *0.069 S °^stop g’aS * ^ detectors *0.035 per det * muon stop
in gas

= 370. x 10

3

expected

events in our detectors

3
Thus (370.0 x 10 ^ ^ 0g
^ ag
numl:)er
stops in gas per stop in
91.2 x K T
target volume. This value does not vary more than 10% for the other tar

get gases and different pressures.
A check on this calculation can be made with the two-photon
yields.

If the value does not change, it is a pure yU

If it does, the

stop correction.

factor probably contains a dependence on the solid angle.
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F.

Results

The results of the graphic analysis shown in Fig. 8 are as
follows.

The K p

/K^

and Ky

/K^

intensity ratios for nitrogen gas

at U atm. are consistent with model based predictions for refill times of
(2.2 + ’!|) x 10 ^
• J

K/3 /K^

sec.

At 2 atm in N

a single ratio is obtained.
+53
—12
which implies a refill time of (3-5
x 10
sec. At one
£_

atmosphere the values for the two intensity ratio data points begin to
diverge, but the uncertainties of the Ky

/K^

the associated refill time is uncertain.

The refill time for the

ratio at one atm is (1+.0 + ^’7) x 10 ^
“ J-•|
poor for the Ky

line.

The K^

/K

sec.

ratio are so large that
/K

At 0.5 atm the statistics are

ratio overlaps infinity on the high

side of its error bars, the associated refill time then is (l. + °°nQ) x 10-1°sec.
— #\jy
+ P^
—1P
The K^ /K^ ratio at 0.5 atm yields a refill time of (9.0
g ’) x 10- sec.

V.

A.

ANALYSIS OF TWO-PHOTON SPECTRA

Introduction
The two-photon energy spectra were first extracted from the

tape records and histogrammed without regard to time or energy discrimina
tion.

At this stage of analysis two-photon events were accepted if they

met simple criteria consisting of:
1)

two and only two detectors were triggered, as determined

by counting the number of detectors which were flagged as having fired.
2)

neither of the two detectors had a flagged pre or post-

pileup register.
The energies of the photons in the two detectors that fired
were then summed, and the resultant sum was histogrammed for each run.
Two-photon energy sum spectra could thus be constructed.
example is Fig. 9the spectrum.

An

We note the large number of single-photon peaks in

These peaks are a major source of background, and must

be eliminated by placing appropriate cuts on the time and energy spectra.
A convenient tool that aided in analysis was a plot of E^ vs E^.
Thus once the event has been properly time selected, a graph is constructed
with the energy of the first photon on one axis and the energy of the
second photon on the other axis.

The intensity patterns which appear on

such a plot were most helpful in identifying the constituent photon
energies in the peaks in the two-photon sum spectra.
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B.

Two-Photon Time Spectra

Introduction

The two most useful two-photon time spectra used in the analysis
were the time average spectrum, and the time difference spectrum where

and

In these expressions T^ and T^ refer to the arrival times of the first
and second photons with respect to the stopping muon signal in counter k.
and Cg are constants defined for convenience.
The Tp spectrum (Fig. 10A) suggests an extremely broad gaussian
like shape with many individual peaks in it.

This spectral shape results

from differences in the timing characteristics of each of the four de
tectors.

The most marked of these differences is a shift of the timing

centroid as a function of the energy of the photon being observed.
Corrections

To correct for time shifts we divided each detectors' energy
spectrum, between 0 and 200 keV into twenty equal bins and constructed
time spectra for each.

The resultant twenty time spectra were each

fitted to obtain a centroid value.

The centroid values, with their asso

ciated average energies were then fitted to yield a fourth-order time
correction polynomial as a function of energy.

Time walk as a function
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of energy could then be corrected by subtracting the polynomial evaluated
at the energy of the photon, from the arrival time of the photon at the
detector.

This procedure was followed for each of the four detectors.
As a result of the timing corrections, the full width of the

time average spectrum was reduced substantially from the uncorrected
spectrum (Fig. 10B).

The time average spectra before and after correc

tions are shown in Fig. IOC and 10D.
The timing spectra were then used to place cuts on the events
included in the energy spectra.
Any event for which either photon time signature was in the
lowest or the highest (255'th) channel was discarded.

This cut was made

to eliminate events with obviously invalid time information. The photon
in these cases, had interacted in the detector before the time gate had
opened or after it had closed.

Any event for which the time average or

time difference fall outside of reasonable limits would also be discarded.
The time values for many of the gamma rays from muon stops in the target
chamber walls were outside these limits.
After these timing cuts were made on the events, the result
was that the single photon peaks were eliminated from the two-photon
energy spectrum.

The peaks which remained are two-photon events from

the muonic cascade, as well as some random background events.

C.

Two-Photon Energy Spectra

Energy Corrections
As was true in the time spectra, each of the four photon de
tectors exhibited slightly different characteristics in their energy
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spectra.

Single-photon events from the atomic cascades of stopped muons

in the target gases and in the target chamber walls were extracted from
the two-photon spectrum.

The centroid values of the fitted peaks to

gether with their calculated energy values were used to fit to a fourth
order energy polynomial as a function of channel number.

The result was

that the constant term was the only relevant correction parameter obtained.
The total nonlinear contribution of the highest order terms was of order
0.1% and was thus discarded.
Cuts
Energy cuts were made on two-photon events having unacceptable
energy structure.

Any event in which one member of the energy sum was

in the lowest or the highest (20^7 th) channel was discarded.

This was

necessary because the discriminators that defined photon events were set
very close to the noise thus allowing events to be recorded when there
had in fact been no photon incident to the detector.

The upper limit

on acceptable photon energy was also reasonable because the resultant
two-photon sum would be well outside our region of interest.

Many of

these events were recorded because the line copiously produced by muon
stops in the target chamber walls has an energy of

385

keV which is well

above our range of interest.
Background
Sources of background in the two-photon energy spectra included:
l)

Single photons, from the muon cascade, in coincidence with

random photons or noise pulses.

Most of these types of events were

l+o

eliminated when the requirements on time and energy were made more
stringent.

This is seen by comparing Fig. 9 to Fig. 11 where Fig. 11

shows data with narrow time windows.

Some bad events are not prevented

by these time and energy windows and must be dealt with in a more
subtle manner.
2)

Two-photon events from the muon cascade in the target

chamber walls or scintillators.
line at

65.8

This background includes the A

keV in the center of our spectrum.

An Aj_ - I*o<,

in coin

cidence with other transitions in the A atom lead to "sum peaks" in
Jj
the scatter plot; eg. two single photons such as the L ^

and the Kj^

the sum of which is the energy normally associated with the K fg

,

.We

expect such sum peaks for all the K and L series members except for the
K

transition.

These two-photon sum peaks will- appear at points where

the ordinate is the A^ -

energy and the abscissa is the higher

order transition and at the other point in which ordinate and abscissa
values are interchanged.
So many of these AJ_j - L •

+ Aj, - x transitions are visible

that they form a band across the scatter plot at the A^ on both axes.

Fortunately the A^ -

energies

is a member of all of these

transitions so by excluding all events where E^ and E^ is an A^ one may clean the spectrum.

+ 2 keV

This cleaning is shown by comparing Fig. 11

to Fig. 13 where Fig. 13 has narrow time and energy windows, and from
which A^ 3)

events are excluded.
Compton Scattered events.

Perhaps the most troublesome

source of background were Compton-scattered events.

These are events

1+1

that occur when a single photon Compton scatters in one detector and the
scattered photon crosses hack through the target chamber into another
detector.

Our detectors are not sensitive enough to be able to energy

discriminate between a two-photon Kj<
two-photon 2S state decay.

Compton scattered event and a

events which Compton scatter from one

detector to another would have the proper time structure in the T^ spectrum,
because they are really only one photon, and in the T
they are the result of a muonic cascade following a jbS~

spectrum, because
stop in the

target gas.
Another source of background from Compton-scattered events
helped in establishing a two-photon sum free of Compton scattered events.
This source arises from the copious A - L<*
Li

events which when Compton

scattered are observed to be in time coincidence with an A - M *
ij
The two-photon sum for this source is not a peak, but a plateau, owing
its structure to the Compton scatter plateau of the A^ - L ^

Cuts on the Scatter Plot

After the first cuts had been made using the T and T. seleca
b
tion and removal of the A^
scattered

-

it was necessary to remove Compton

single events from the two-photon spectrum.

By examining

the two-photon sum line on the scatter plot, where

E
= E + E0 = E
sum
1
2
K
for all the target gases.

On the x and y axes one can mark the kinematic

k2

limit

on the two-photon sum line.

When this has "been done for all the

target gases the data reflect the shape of the kinematically Compton
scatter free region of the scatter plot (Fig. 12).
of the detectors

The finite resolution

could however, cause events in the kinematic scatter

region to he recorded in what should hea kinematically free region.
This effect was accounted for in the following manner. Consider the curve
that defines the kinematic limit of Compton scattering and was fitted to
a third order polynomial.
Compton Kinematic Limit = a + b - E + c * E

2

+ d*E

Because the resolution should he a constant fraction

3

of the energy E^

or E^ (the scatter plot is symmetric) one can alter the linear parameter h
b=^h' = b + ^ ,

S = n x

0

.0 7 , n = -2, -1,0, 1 , .

. . 5

This forms a family of curvesfor b by adding 0.07 to each h
and starting at b' = b - .lk a point well down into the Compton scatter
region, and ending at b T = b + .35, which should be free of Compton
scattering.

In fact the four detector resolution is 2 . 2 k keV at 102. k keV

and the Compton scattered events should be eliminted by n = 2 which is
three standard deviations from the kinematic limit.
A family of eight spectra were thus formed each containing
successively fewer of the Compton scattered K <x. events than its prede
cessor.

Then, the

region was fitted in each of these members of

the family of curves, and the signal to noise compared as the cut moved
away from the kinematic limit imposed by the singly Compton scattered
photons Fig. lk shows this evolution for n = 0-5 in

U3

Unfortunately as n is increased, and we include only data far
from the kinematically allowed Compton scatter region the shape of the
background began to change.
center.
^

A valley appears with a broad peak in the

The sides of the valley moved as a function of the cut parameter

. The valley results from the cuts made for the A 4
The

to fit.

line.

anomalies in the background spectra were most serious.

The valley due to the A ^
the Ng -

-

line cut moved close to the region of

sum peak, creating a background structure that is very hard
Of even greater difficulty is the broad peak in the center of

the valley.

This peak appears at the 0^ -

there appears to be a broad

0

^ - Koc

sum energy, and thus

sum peak even in the

target runs.

To cope with the problems caused by the Compton scatter analysis
one could either work with the background as it is or strive to eliminate
it.

A gaussian fit to the regions of interest would not converge for

three of the
A l - L^x.

sum spectra because the valley wall due to the

cut passed close to the

give satisfactory results for
not resolve the 0
imposed on it.

-

0

peak.

This method did not

^ either because the fitting program could

peak from the peaked background which is super

Therefore it was necessary to subtract the background.

The Ng and 0^ spectra differed in both target gas and in
running times.

The crucial point is that both the background due to the

target chamber itself and the pathological shape of the spectra owing to
the cuts are the same for each member of both families of spectra.

kk

It was possible to take the Aj,

time and energy background as

our standard

and to normalize the different targetgas spectra to one

another.

do this the first 100 channels in theplateau due to Compton

To

in coincidence with A l

scattered

for each target gas in the £

-

events were summed

= -0.1^ member spectrum.

The &

contained the highest contamination of Compton scattered events.
were used as

= -O.lU
These

a target chamber normalization, i.e.: the number of Compton

scattered Aj.events in the 0^ spectrum were divided by the number ob
tained from the R^ spectrum.
normalize R^ to 0^.

The ratio of the two was then used to

Then the Rg spectrum was subtracted from the target

chamber normalized 0^ spectrum.

Reversing the process gave the 0^ spec

trum with the normalized R^ subtracted.

The result for each target type

was that the target chamber background and the spectrum shape anomalies
due to the various cuts disappeared.

The remaining spectrum contained

the contribution due to the presence of the target gas alone.
These families of "difference" spectra (Fig. 15, l6) were then
fitted in the

region to a gaussian.

However, the final plot of

signal as a function of cut parameter were normalized using the fraction
of the scatter plot observable after the cut has been made.

One might

expect such a curve to have a constant asymptotic value corresponding to
the number of two-photon

events observed.

In the plots of normalized signal versus cut parameter (Figs.
IT,

1 8

, 19, and 20) the point with the highest value of %

is the most

significant since it is statistically independent of the other measure
ments.

As one moves to the left the data points are statistically in

clusive.

D.

Self Consistency Check

In the chapter on single photon yields, the stop fraction was
computed which related stops in gas inside the target chamber to the
nominal target volume.

It is also possible to compute a similar fraction

for the two-photon spectra.
The K ^

sum peak, consisting of a

and Lc*

transitions

can give us an indication of the validity of the yield predictions.
run k6 we see 3,332 +_ 333

sum

In

events. Pursuing the same method as

was used in section (IV-E) we obtain

muon stops in gas # g detector
muon stops
combinations

True Stops
measured

035)2

muon in gas

O OVJJO

which agrees with the K^g

yield within statistics.

Do the two-photon Compton scattered IQ*.

sum events agree?

For run k6 if one chooses the second Compton cut, at b' = b - .07 which
includes .193 of the Compton scattered-events kinematic region, and
assumes that the Compton scattered events are uniformly distributed
in their kinematic region, then one can calculate the expected number of

U6

Compton scattered events.
ratio for germanium is

The coherent Compton scatter to total scatter
.2.

ratio is, in our case - ^ 3 .
■3
92.1 x 10 K

The forward to backward Compton scatter
So:

events x 3 other detectors x (.035) solid angle x .19 (fraction

,,
, , available;
-u-, \
r, n
-i- scatters
,,
1 —-----—
backward -Compton
scatters
of„ scatter
plot
x .2
Compton
x —
—---3 forward Compton scatters
321
x ( -q ) —■ 900 Compton backscatter events
Compton backscattered events in the entire nitrogen 4 atmosphere
spectrum.

Here (321/1*1.8) is the ratio of muon stops in the run to the

total stops in all of the nitrogen U atmosphere data.

In Fig. 17 one can

see that indeed 900 events is the approximate level of the Compton back
ground level above a signal of about 100 events.

E.

Determination of the Two-Photon Decay Fraction

One can conclude the expected 2S state population with veryfew approximations.
our target gas runs.

The two-photon K^

sum peak is observed in all

The number of K ^ sums is influenced by; the

measured stops to true stop ratio, the two-photon solid angle, detector
combinations, and the yield fraction for each pressure.
tion regards the
tion.
the

The first assump

yield per stop as obtained from the cascade calcula

In run k6 one obtains 3,332 + 333 K^g sum events.

Dividing by

yield and assuming that every 2P state decays by a

tion, one obtains
3,332^± 333 _

^ ^

observable muonic two-photon transitions in run kG.

transi

To compute the total number of observable muonic two-photon transitions
found at b atmospheres one multiplies by the ratio of all muon stops in
nitrogen to the number of live stops in run b6 or

5950 + 571 * (^|||) = (b.b + .1+) x 10U

Proceeding in a like manner for the other target gases and
the other pressure in nitrogen gas one obtains the yield from all muonic
atom two-photon decays.

These yields are listed below along with the

number of photons observed.
Target

Pressure

Observable Muonic Twophoton Transitions

Two-Photon Yield
Observed

Nitrogen

b atm.

(b.b

x .b) x 10^

8l + lb8

Nitrogen

.5 atm.

(3.5

x .3) x 103

0+27

b atm.

(5.6

x .5) x 10^

(1.6

x .1) x 10^

Oxygen
Diborane

106

+ 2b0

0 +1 2

The ratio of the observed two-photon yield to the observable
muonic two-photon transitions is the two-photon decay fraction FoV. .
2o
The two-photon fraction times the assumed 2S state population is related
to the rate for depopulation of the 2S state by all means other than the
two-photon fraction by

x pop.2s

F

If one assumes a population of the 2S state one may also examine the
rates for the observed decays.

A 2S state population of .02 is chosen

from the results of the cascade program.

k8

The total lifetime of the 2S state

(.„<•
fwS

similarly calcu-

lated by
i-

-

Those results are listed in the table below.

Target

Pres.
(atm. )

N

F
2y
(1.8+3.3)xl0~3

N

.5

(0.0+6.T)x 10-3

0

It

(1.9+^.3)x 10“3

(k -1 )

(0.0+7•2)xl0-^

B2 H 6

*
-1
R ,,
Sec
all else

T2S SeC

1.6x 109+7.6x 108
O
-3.6x10

5.7xl0~10+1.0 xlO-9

it.3xl09+1.6xl09
O
»
-7.2x10

2.1xl0_10+it.9 xlO'10

0

0

+1.8 xlO-9

+1.33x10 9

*these figures include the 2S state population assumed to be .02.

VI.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

The single photon intensity ratios for Ni indicate that the elec
tron refill time as a function of pressure varies between 2 x 10 ^
at U atmospheres to about 9 x 10 ^

sec

sec at .5 atmospheres. From these

values one concludes that the refill of the K and L electronic shells
is taking place approximately 10
cussed in Section IIC.

2

times than the 2S-1S Auger rates dis

The two-photon analysis yields the total rate for

all processes competing with the two-photon decay (R

a,_LJ_ 6 l . s e

Sec. VE).

These rates are roughly consistent with the computed Auger decay rates.

12

It would seem that to reduce the Auger process by isolating
the

atomic system from collisions, one must operate in a pressure

2
range 10 below that employed here.
One can make a calculation to obtain an order of magnitude
estimate for the cross section for electron capture by the totally
stripped /J.

atomic system.

Our cascade program predicts that during

the cascade an electron will be ejected with a kinetic energy of about
1.5 keV.

From this we obtain a recoil velocity for the

of about 5 x 10

1*

.
cm/sec.

jlC

atomic system

At one atmosphere the density is about 2 x 10

19

3

molecules/cm . Solving for a cross section using K and L electronic re
fill times of ^

10

sec as the collision time one obtains cross sections

for electron pickup of approximately 10-15 cm2 . This represents the sum
of all cross sections for

b9
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+

M

v«

,

_

-N(a'h" \

+ (2-j £«-)'> (2>,h.eJ
U>Wcv' £

,

+ ( i , M e ^

O 4 Vv - ^

This cross section is in general agreement with predictions made by
Olson and Salop. 15
What would be necessary to improve this type of experiment?
Using the formalism just presented one can compute yields for a cross
section of 10

-lU

2

cm

and the same recoil velocity, but using instead a

electron refill time of 10

8 sec, which is two orders of magnitude longer

than those measured in this experiment.

This longer electron refill time

_2
requires target densities 10
below those used in this experiment.

10
m

_2

atm

At

3 torr) in our 5 cm x 5 cm x 10 cm target volume one has

Wi, 1.2 x 10

_3

grams of target.

Thus the yield per hour is

s"t0 "D it*art0
2 photon yield/hr = grams of target x -- ^---- x 2S population x solid
sec
angle x 2 ^

branching ratio x 3600.

The Auger effect will not influence

R2Y
v + R ,,. .
25
collisio

= 2

branching ratio

of the muonic 2S states formed, or

N0 two-photon yield = (1.2 x 10 3)feo.
P.
2
\gmsec

/

(,02)( .015) ( 2-x-10
* 3600
V 3 x 10 '
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In the SREL one could stop 300 /l/gm sec yielding .26 two-photon events
per hour with no system inefficiencies.

If one could obtain a factor

of 10^ increase in beam the two photon yield should be 2600/hr.

System

inefficiencies might reduce the rate to 2000 or 1500 per hour.
In

the R

is only 3 x 107 sec-1 so a reduction of the

collision time to 107 sec-1 would be desirable.

The densities required

would be 1 0 ^ particles/cm^ or 2 x 10-^ gm of target.

B2H6 two-Bh°ton yield = (g x

(sSSE_||ES.)

(,02 )(.015 ) ( ^ ! _ )

x 3600

kxlO

- 1.62 X 10-k

(si2E J 2 ± s \
\ g-sec /

= .05 counts/hour at SREL

or, with 10^ more beam, 500/hr.
Stop rate increase might not need to come entirely from larger
particle fluxes.

If a magnetic mirror confinement device could be built

so that the detectors were shielded from its effects, a larger fraction
of the beam could be brought to rest in the target gas and their decays
observed.
It is important to consider why one requires a long collision
time, and thus electron refill times.

The answer is, simply, that the

2P-1S El transition is energetically indistinguishable from the 2S-1S Ml
transition.

The only measurable difference will be the time evolution of

the arriving events.

If we were to maximize the rate of two-photon decays

52

we would use higher target densities and this would result in faster,
and hence, unmeasurable lifetime differences.
The Ml photon asymmetry for boron should be of the order of
_2

10

. To obtain an accuracy of 10$ of this value, one would need on the

order of 10^ Ml eve'nts.

With a 2S state lifetime of 3 x 10 ^ sec, the

no collision case, we would expect an Ml branching ratio of about 1 x 10
or .01$.

—

U

This means that 10^^ muonic 2S states must be formed and observed.

If one assumes a 2S state population of a-' 2% a single photon detection
efficiency of 5$ and an estimate of 0.8 for the efficiency of detector
for the decay electrons, then one requires 1-2 x 1013 stopped muons in a
target gas.

This number is to be compared to the estimate given by

Bouchiat and Bouchiat

12

15
of about 10
for the number of stopped muons

necessary to observe circular polarizations of the order of 10- h in
Z = hO atoms.
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5^

Table 1

Nitrogen Gas (uncorrected)
Pressure
(atm)

h

NK
a

nk3

NK
Y

57,002+1.k%

l+,392+ 5%

1,1+99+10$
*

Mma
2 8

,6 1 2 + 2$

3

1,008+7

$

85+38$

2

1,61+8+5

$

10U+25$

1

10,299+2

$

755+10$

289+32$

13,207+ 5$

.5

19,600+2

$

,8 6 0 + 8$

81+5+21$

71,50l++ 2$

1

61+1++12$

Contaminant Nitrogen for each
1+

3,215+U

$

755+10$

31+9+15$

3

69+10

$

13+ll+$

*

2

72+9

$

ll++10$

*

,1+8 0 + 2

$

272+ 5$

17+10$

8,037+lf-

$

1,1+75+10$

1
.5

1

812

+11 +$

Nitrogen Gas (corrected)
5 3

3

,7 8 7 + 2

$

1

,1 5 0 +1 7 $

931+12%

72+Ul$

-

91+28$

-

2

1

,5 7 6 +1 0 $

1

8

,8 1 8 + 3

.5

3,637+ 6$

%

1+83+23$

11,561++1+ %

l+81++l+l+$

617+11$

272

+31+$

1+2+650$

Nitrogen Gas (normalized)
k

1.

.0 6 7 6 +. 0 0 1 + 2

3

1.

.0 7 6 8 + . 0 3 2 8

2

1

.

.0577+.0171

1

1

.

.051+8+. 0127

.0308+. 0105

1.

.01+19+. 0185

.0036+. 0 0 1 6

.5

*The fit would not converge

1021

U+. 00063
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Table 3

b 2hc

K
a

Pressure

K0/K
6
a

S

h

1 5 ,1 3 h + h .3 %

3.097+

6

.8 %

.2 0 U6 + . 0 1 6

2

22,252+7•8%

3

,6 2 2 +

7

.8 %

.1 6 2 8 +.017

1 2/3

3 6

,1 0 0 +6 .2 %

6

,0 8 5 +

5

-9 $

.1 6 8 6 + . 0 1 6

6,072+8

%

1

,1 3 3 + 1 6

%

.1866+.033

25,095+8

%

^,509+9

%

.1 7 9 8 + . 0 2 1

1 1/3
1
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1

Experimental muon channel facility of the Space Radiation
Effects Laboratory.

Fig. 2

Front and top views of experimental set-up.

Photon detectors

are shown in front view, scintillants and muon stop signature
are shown in top view.
Fig. 3

Beam monitor logic.

Circuit outputs include muon stop,

pileup, and TDC information.
Fig. U

Photon detection logic.

Circuit outputs include photon time,

energy; and pileup information.
Fig.

5

Fig.

6

N^ Kg/Ka as a function of pressure.
Kg/Ka as a f’UQC'ti011 °f pressure.

Fig. 7

0^ K0/K as a function of pressure.
2 p 01

Fig. 8

Ng

^

Ky/Ka

measured pressures, superimposed on curves

of the same ra'tios from cascade calculations as a function of
electron refill time.
Fig. 9

Two-photon energy sum spectrum for Ng with no restrictions.

Fig. 10

Two-photon time difference and time average spectrum for Ng.

Fig. 11

Two-photon energy sum spectrum for Ng with energy and time
restrictions.

Fig.

12

E^ vs Eg on scatter plot showing kinematically compton scatter
free region.
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Fig. 13

Two-photon energy sum spectra with energy and time restrictions
as in Fig. 11, but with all counts

2 keV of the

removed.
Fig. 1^

Two-photon energy sum spectra for Ng listed with Compton
scattering cut parameter n.

Fig. 15

Two-photon difference spectra (Ng - Og) listed with compton

and

scattering cut parameter n.

16

Fig. 17

Ng at k atm two-photon 2S-1S yield as a function of Compton
scattering cut parameter n or S.

Fig.

18

Ng at 2 atm normalized two-photon yield versus cut parameter.

Fig. 19

0g at U atm normalized two-photon yield versus cut parameter.

Fig. 20

BgHg at all pressures normalized two-photon yield versus cut
parameter.
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